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Often people want to try something new, in search for the ultimate sound.  So influencing the 
temperature of a vacuum tube naturally belongs into this category.  I have seen all kind of ideas,  
ranging  from running tubes as hot as you can, to under heating the cathode, or cooling the pins, 
or the glass, and all of this  is supposed to do something beneficial to the sound or the lifetime, or 
both.  This small bulletin is rather about why you should not do this. 
 

The tube glass 
 

Glass for vacuum tubes is not just any glass, though not extremely 
special.   The main thing is, it has a certain temperature expansion, 
which is specified within a certain operating temperature range 
only.  So when the glass gets warmer,  it gets larger, so to say.   
The most often occurring mechanical damage of the tube vacuum 
is by air leakage along the positions where the lead-in metal wires 
go through the glass.  With greatest care, these wires are made 
from a multi layer composition, so called “Dumet” which was a 
break through invention, very long ago.  Before that, solid 
platinum was used, which also works very well.  Dumet is lower 
cost, and also has the same temperature expansion as tube glass.   
 
The weak point is,   the same temperature expansion is only there 
at some conditions that you should not violate. These conditions 
are met, by selecting to right kind of glass to the Dumet wire that 
is used. 
 

Conditions:   
 
1)  The glass and the wires must have the same temperature 
2)  It only works within a certain range,  which is glass dependant.  The glass composition is made exactly such 
that is has the same temperature expansion as Dumet wire,  but this is only so in a specified temperature range.  
Above that and below that, uit doesn’t work well, wich includes also things like overheating, or putting 
maximum power  on a tube, without warming it up first.   
 
As you can understand from the above, you should use the tube glass within this range (whatever the range is) 
and you should realize, the tube building company made no mistake, and choose the right glass for their  tubes. 
The failure mechanism is normally not any glass cracks, but rather air molecules passing by,  inside the Dumet 
wire,  between the different layers. These are so called “channels”.   This can happen from too much 
mechanical stress, which is caused by operating the tube glass not at its intended temperature.    What makes 
this process so nasty,  air leakage can be quite small,  once such channel has build, and  it can take a long time 
before first problems occur.  Then, the link between the tube coolers and the “gassy” tube is not discovered 
easily.      
 
Conclusion:    Cooling the tube glass increases the risk on vacuum problems.       
 
The Anodes 
 
It must be said, the anodes probably benefit from any cooling, assuming you really are cooling the anodes 
indeed.  Much rather you only cool the glass, and heat up the anodes.  The anodes only way to get rid of the 
inner heat is by infrared radiation, which radiation can pass vacuum.   It behaves like light.   So any shiny 
surface will reflect it, and any encapsulation will enclose it, so it can not get out.   Any object you out in the 
way,  like a cooling plate,  is effectively only in the way, and not do any good for cooling.  The rules for 
cooling something in vacuum are another as cooling for instance a transistor, from which you can have heat 



conduction.  From a tube anode there is no heat conduction possible, only infra red radiation,  more simply 
called “heat radiation”.  
 
Conclusion:    A cooler element will increase the anode temperature.  
 
Grid cooler for pentodes 
 
Pentodes have a screen grid inside, which draws quite some electric current, and gets warm from that. This heat 
is unwanted, and for that the screen grid has little coolers.   These can be seen as two gray flags, looking out of 
the mica plates. These flag optically radiate their heat out of the tube.  You must see of that radiation as 
invisible (infra red) light, and the “tube cooler” that you put optically in the way will make good function of 
those little radiators less good.  The result is, the screen grid gets too hot, when putting a lot if signal on power 
tubes.  Like this, a tube like KT88 you unexpectedly fail at high output signal.  
 
 

   
 
The above pictures show the use of DUENDE tube rings, which are no tube coolers,  but these pictures show 
nicely how even such damper elements must placed correctly, NOT  block the grid cooler flags.  These can be 
easily seen in the tube top, when looking inside.   So, covering those flags by a “tube cooler” is really not a 
good thing to do.   They direct way out for the heat radiation through the glass,  away from the tube,  is the 
best.   
 
 
Conclusion:    A cooler element can damage the screen grid.  
 
Cathode lifetime 
 
This is a difficult to explain item. A tube cathode has a layer of pure Barium on it,  which us just a few micron 
thin.  This layer slowly evaporates, because of the heat.  At the same    time, from the inside (so called depot) 
new Barium is formed at the surface by a process called electrolysis.   These two processes are designed to be 
exactly in balance, so the depot will last as long as possible.  This balance actually is extremely fragile, and you 
need exactly one and only heater temperature at which it works best.   Here comes the thing:   The tube 
designer knows the anode temperature, assuming you use the tube normally.   This anode heat back radiated 
also inside the tube, and a lot of it contributes to the heater temperature as well.  By simple experiments, in the 
design process of a tube, the heater current is determined as needed to achieve the correct heater temperature.   
This takes into account the anode temperature.    We can bypass the discussion wether tube coolers lower the 
anode temperature, or increases the the anode temperature.  We can agree it CHANGES the anode temperature, 
and already then it becomes a wrong thing to do.  Tube anodes must not be as cold as possible,  they should 
have the correct, intended temperature.  Any change if anode temperature will also change the cathode 
temperature, and by that reduce tube life    
 
Conclusion:    A cooler element can reduce cathode lifetime  



 

Getter 
 
Fact is, we all want the best function of the getter. Here comes the problem with glass 
cooling, as the getter is always on the glass.  A tube getter has two ways to absorb gas.   
One is the “cold” way.  This will work always,  as long as some getter material is left, it 
can further absorb gas, until the getter is all white, which color is a metal oxide. 
However, as we all know the good tube function stops a long time before the getter is 
turned white.  So, before the getter turns white, something else is happening. Tube life 
can apearantly come to an end, while the getter still looks good.  
 
More important is the “hot” getter function. This mechanism is the life saving function.  
Only above a certain temperature, the getter maintains the ultra high vacuum. This is very 
imporant to understand.  This is why tubes like KT88, which outgas a lot, have the getter 
flash on the glass, just opposite to the hottest part of the anode.  Definitely, you violate 
the function of the getter with a tube cooler, since the temperature of the glass and the 
getter is now reduced a lot.  Though initially this may appear to have no effect, the 

maximum lifetime of the tube will not be reached this way, since eventually a small amount of gas molecules 
will build inside the bulb, and the getter will not absorb all of them, at low getter temperature.   The high 
vacuum function of the getter stops completely below 60°.     
 
Conclusion:    A cooler on the glass, covering the getter, or even close to the getter, should not be 
used.   
 
FINAL CONCLUSION:  
 
Generally speaking, it should not be tried to change something to the thermal balance of a tube, 
as intended by its makers.  It is the wrong approach to keep a tube as cool as possible, since the 
heat has also its function for the getter, and the cathode.  Three generations of tube designers  
knew exactly what they have been doing, ever since tubes were invented,  and many attempts to 
increase tube life have been made  ever since.  If the break through idea for this would have 
been coolers on the glass, it would have been done so already in 1920.  The major problem I see, 
is cooling of the glass reduces the getter function, and the wrong cathode temperature may 
occur as well. The probability of NOT changing the cathode temperature is very low. 
  
The use of tube coolers should be avoided, and only done only if you want to achieve the 
acoustical dampfing function that comes along with it.  However, for that already devices excist, 
which give good damping as wel, and not affect the thermal balance, and intended thermal 
effects inside a tube.   
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